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SYNOPSISSHORT

WWonder Boy for President tells a

story of Wonder Boy, a charismatic and

authoritative young man from the Eastern

Cape, who is coerced into running for

president by two dubious and corrupt

characters.

Their aim is to mould him into a great

politician and manufacture his downfall at the

right time, for the right price. It is a political

satire that delves into political dynamics and

challenges that arise.



SYNOPSIS
LONG

BBrutus and Shakes are

two shady politicians, who pull all the

strings at the ANC's Braamfontein

branch. But trouble soon starts, when

senior leader Comrade Sam is

deployed from Luthuli house to shake

things up at the troublesome branch.

Brutus and Shakes are given a special

directive to travel to the Eastern Cape.

With their jobs on the line, their

mission is simple: Find a prospective

grass roots comrade, known only as

Wonder Boy, and bring him back to

Johannesburg. They are tasked with

grooming him as a running candidate

for a top government job.

Secretively, however, the shady

comrades have already begun to make

other plans. When the time is right,

they plan to fix his fall from grace.

On their arrival in the Eastern

Cape, they stumble upon Wonder

Boy's commune. It is simple, but the

community has a happy disposition.

Wonder Boy proves to be

everything that people say of him:

charismatic, authoritative and loved.

Brutus and Shakes act fast, trying to

coerce Wonder Boy into returning with

them. While he is hesitant, they

promise him opportunities to enrich

and better the lives of everyday people

in South Africa. This is something that

appeals to Wonder Boy and he agrees

to leave his commune.

Wonder Boy, Brutus and Shakes'

newest project, is a fast learner 

-  Engaging with the media,

clashing with the opposition



the opposition and winning over ANC members

effortlessly. Wonder Boy's folk like approach to

problem solving stuns all. Yet, the ever progressive

Wonder isn't content with simply doing what he's

told, he begins to step out of bounds, making the

shady comrades nervous.

Amidst all this political chaos, a romance

blossoms in the most unlikely of places... between

Wonder Boy and the official opposition's Mbali

Sithole.

Though reluctant at first, she falls head over

heels for the rustic revolutionary and the two are

forced to juggle a complicated schedule of public

appearances and private shenanigans.

Meanwhile, Brutus and Shakes are doubling

their efforts to control the now wildly popular and

politically adventurous Wonder Boy.

They hand him over to their most gifted

political coach, MK stalwart Vicky AKA 'daddy long

legs' Sibanyoni.

Vicky breaks and trains Wonder Boy, their

time together culminating in a strong mother-son

bond. Soon Wonder has grown as a firebrand,

attacking corruption and big business. Brutus and

Shakes square off with Wonder Boy about his

outlandish antics, warning him for the last time, to

tow the line.

But Wonder Boy remains unrepentant, and

so the shady comrades decide to strike. Intimate

photos of Wonder and Mbali make it to the desk

of the ruthless journalist, Kerry Mercer, who wastes

no time in sending the sordid political romance

out into the world.

Wonder Boy seeks comfort in Mbali, but

she is politically ambitious and knowing the conflict

of interest their union is causing, has no choice but

to reject him. To make matters worse, the party

compounds his pain by suspending him. Facing

dark times, the deeply wounded Wonder retreats

into self-imposed exile. Writing furiously about his

troubles, he hits rock bottom in the political

wilderness.



Brutus and Shakes try to keep

the ball moving by looking for a new

fall guy, but there's no forgetting

Wonder Boy. The press pine, Wonder's

ever growing constituency mourn.

Comrade Sam is deployed once again

to the Braamfontein branch to mandate

the shady comrades into once more

finding Wonder Boy.

Eventually, a frustrated Brutus

and Shakes find his hiding place. Their

proposal: "Return to the ANC, take your

place in the presidential race, but do as

we tell you". Brutus manages to

convince Wonder Boy, that the only way

to change things is from the inside, and

explains that you have to "jump through

the hoops" first, before realizing ones

dreams.”

Wonder agrees and the reunion

is set to happen publicly. A grand rally

is planned to welcome Wonder Boy back

into the ANC's fold and openly declare

his plans to run for presidency.

But Brutus and Shakes, hedging

their bets and working as a rogue unit,

call on an assassin - simply known as

'Emeric The Assassin' - to take out

Wonder if he reverts to his old firebrand

ways.

The rally has a monstrous turn

out. It is a huge national moment at

Soccer City Stadium. While Wonder is

briefed, The Assassin is primed - just

in case Wonder Boy strays from script.

Wonder Boy mounts the stage. He

declares his undying support for the

ANC, announces his intent to run for

president and then... pauses.

Brutus and Shakes, nervously

look on as Wonder Boy struggles with

his conscience. Wonder considers the

crowd for a knowing moment, and then,

launches on a death defying attack on

the evils of modern politics. Except it

isn't that death defying, a shot goes off.

Fade to black…



RELEASE
MEDIA

The world premiere of

John Barker's new mockumentary

Wonder Boy for President starring

Kagiso Lediga took place at the Durban

International Film Festival, South Africa

on Friday, June 17, 2016.

Wonder Boy for President tells

a story of Wonder Boy, a charismatic

and authoritative young man from the

Eastern Cape, who is coerced into

running for president by two dubious

and corrupt characters played by Ntosh

Madlingozi and Tony Miyambo. Their

aim is to mould him into a great

politician and manufacture his down-

fall at the right time, for the right price.

It is a political satire that delves into

political dynamics and challenges that

arise.

Barker and Lediga are no

strangers to local television scene and

international stages. Lediga was a

writer and co-lead in the South African

film Bunny Chow, which was officially

selected for the Toronto Film Festival

and also selected for, and won awards

at the Rotterdam International Film

Festival (Tiger Awards), American Film

Institute Festival, Sydney Film Festival

and Melbourne Film Festival. Wonder

Boy for President is co-produced and

directed by John Barker who won a

Golden  Horn  Award  for  Bes t

Achievement in Directing in a TV Soap

for Isibaya last year and another

Golden  Horn  Award  for  Bes t

Achievement in Directing in a Feature

Film for Bunny Chow in 2007.

T h i s h i w e  Z i q u b u ,  w h o

enthral led audiences with her

smouldering lead in Hard to Get which

opened the Durban International Film

Festival in 2014, plays Mbali Sithole,

the ambitious young leader of the

official opposition, and the love interest

in this side-splitting spoof.

Others in the cast include John

Vlismas as Emeric “the dodgy dude

with a gun,” Akin Omotoso as “a



Nigerian on the street”, Loyiso Gola as

himself and Barker as a “dodgy

construction guy”.

“We were really blessed to have

a whole bunch of South Africa's top

comedians who collaborated on the film

with us,” says Barker. “At a time when

the rand/ dollar has set a morose mood

in the country, and amid all the doom and

gloom in the media about corruption,

greed and cronyism, it was fabulous to

make a film that could parody the current

times, make us take a deep long look at

the absurdity of it and laugh.  Perhaps we

all will see some of ourselves in these

characters - and perhaps it will help people

to make the change they need.”

With the likes of other cast member

such as David Kibuuka, Zabalaza Mchunu,

Lara Lipschitz, Bryan Van Niekerk,

Christopher Steenkamp, Camilo Saloojee,

Daniel Friedman, Ntokozo Majozi, Tshepo

Mogale, Lazola Gola, Robbie Collins, Mary

Twala and Mojack, Wonder Boy for

President packs in the punches and laughs

for 89 minutes.

“And then there are a host of well-

known faces, that, um, play themselves”

explains Barker “including President Jacob

Zuma, Julius Malema, Mmusi Maimane,

Floyd Shivambu, Cyril Ramaphosa,

Zwelinzima Vavi, Helen Zille, and Zapiro,

as we have used available footage from

various news sources and spliced it into

(in)appropriate places to add to the

laughs.”

The film, produced through

Barking Rat Film in association with Dog

Pack Collective, has been produced by

John Barker and Kagiso Lediga and co-

produced by Tammy Lewis-Houghting

and Jeremy Nathan.  The film will be

released on circuit later this year by

Indigenous Films.

Script is by Barker, Camillo

Saloojee, Christopher Steenkamp and

Saki Bergh. Most of the music has been

composed and performed by Durban band

Thee Legacy led by Jabulani Mthembu.@WonderBoy4Pres

Wonder Boy for President



STATEMENTDIRECTOR’S

WWe started shooting Wonder

Boy for President in 2012 when we drove to

Mangaung to cover the ANC conference. We

struggled to raise money due to the nature

of the film which is political satire based on

the ANC and the current political landscape.

I have been developing a retro

scripting style of filmmaking for a number of

years (Blu Cheez and Bunny Chow).  For

Wonder Boy I wrote story beats and scene

beats and encouraged the actors to improv.

I also happened to have one of the country's

strongest improv artists and comedian Kagiso

Lediga, who I love to collaborate with, working

on this.

I then worked with editor and fellow-

collaborator Saki Bergh and we refined the

story and narrative in edit.  We went back

and shot more scenes and reshot scenes that

needed to be added to make sense of the

narrative.

It's a bit like being a jazz musician as

the story can change and move in a different

direction and you have to go with it.

Wonder Boy for President was the

perfect vehicle to push the improve/retro

scripting style as the plan was to intercut real

politicians with our fictitious characters and

as the politics of the day changed so did our

story.

Over the 5 years of shooting we

managed to raise enough money (R300,000

- incredibly low budget for a feature film) to

complete the film.

We felt as filmmakers that it was

important for us to highlight and reflect on

the current South African political landscape

and make an entertaining mockumentary/

political satire. We had no idea it would take

5 years to finish.

We were really blessed to have a

whole bunch of South Africa's top comedians

who collaborated on the film with us. At a

time when the rand/ dollar has set a morose

mood in the country, and amid all the doom

and gloom in the media about corruption,

greed and cronyism, it was fabulous to make

a film that could parody the current times,

make us take a deep long look at the

absurdity of it and laugh.  Perhaps we all

will see some of ourselves in these characters

- and perhaps it will help people to make the

change they need.

TECHNIQUEFILM STYLE AND



BIOGRAPHIES

TTalented, committed, refreshingly

irreverent: John Barker is a South African

filmmaker based in Johannesburg. His

directional debut Bunny Chow was officially

selected to have its world premiere at the

Toronto International Film Festival in 2006. The

film has since received many accolades but,

more importantly, touched the funny bone and

heart of South Africans across the country

Bunny Chow used a memorable retro-

scripting technique with the actors improvising

their dialogue to communicate the comedy

narrative.  The outline script for Bunny Chow

was written by Barker and David Kibuuka and

later retro-scripted with Editor, Saki Bergh.

Multi-talented, with a career spanning two

decades, Barker excels at directing feature films,

commercial work, music videos and gritty

documentaries; making for an outstanding and

diverse showreel.

During the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South

Africa, Barker made a documentary Soccer:

South of the Umbilo about his childhood

growing up in the southern suburbs of Durban,

which produced many talented soccer players

and coaches including his father, legendary SA

football player and coach, Clive Barker.

Barker wrote, directed and produced South

Africa's first music mockumentary Blu Cheez

to much acclaim (and amusement). He next

directed the music documentary Kwaito

Generals produced by Kutloano Skosana of

Black Rage, which focused on the stars who

were at the forefront of the Kwaito movement

of the late nineties and early 2000s.

During this time he joined TV hit, The Pure

Monate Show, directing sketches in season

one and directing and co-writing sketches for

all of the second season.  In 2011 he directed

31 Million Reasons.

2014 saw Barker working with comic

heavyweight (and Monty Python legend), John

Cleese in Spud 3: Learning to Fly, as well as

directing a superb cast of local talent in the

third of the Spud series by best-selling South

African author, John van de Ruit. 2015 was a

key year for Barker as he worked closely with

Bomb productions, directing the drama series

Ayeye and Mzanzi Magic's The Road. Finishing

the year co-directing The Bantu Hour.

In Wonder Boy for President , Barker was

able to reconnect with many of his collaborators

from Bunny Chow. It has been brought into

production through the Dog Pack collective;

which includes Saki Bergh and Kagiso Lediga.

Barker sites his inspiration for Wonder Boy

as largely inspired by Larry David's Curb Your

Enthusiasm and other notable directors who

employ retro-scripting and improv techniques

such as John Cassavetes, Christopher Guest,

Robert Altman and Mike Leigh.

JOHN BARKER

DIRECTOR / PRODUCER / WRITER

www.johnbarker.co.za



KKagiso Lediga's talent and ability

can easily be confirmed by an exhaustive trail

of achievements and accolades. Testament of

this is the fact that he has graced the stages of

all the biggest comedy events in South Africa

including the most prestigious one in the Cape

Town International Comedy Festival where he

won the People's Choice Award in the company

of acclaimed comedians from all over the

world. Other comedy events he has performed

at are Laugh Out Loud, Comedy Blackout,

Kingsize Heavyweight Comedy Jams, Blacks

Only, Freshest Comedy Festival, Pure Monate

Comedy Jam, Let Durban Laugh Festival….the

list is endless. He has also entertained corporate

crowds all over the country with his refreshingly

intelligent and thought-provoking brand of

comedy, a list boasting a wide spectrum of

companies from various sectors of the

economy. His talents can be further confirmed

by the fact that he has performed successfully

overseas as well, performing at the

internationally renowned Edinburgh Comedy

Festival as well as in the famous comedy clubs

of New York and Toronto.

Kagiso ventured into comedy while

studying at UCT and over the ensuing years

set about establishing himself as one of South

Africa's top comedians. Not only is he now

one of the best comedians in the country with

an impressive body of work behind him but

is also now celebrated as one of South Africa's

pioneering and most recognizable black

comedians. His talent and ability can easily

be confirmed by an exhaustive trail of

achievements and accolades.

His successful foray in TV led to Kagiso's

involvement in films. He has already acted in

two but it is with a movie called Bunny Chow,

which he produced and also was the lead

actor that he once again finds himself in the

headlines. This movie which was opened at

box offices both locally and internationally

and became a cult hit with its with its honest

depiction of the new South Africa. It went on

to be officially selected for it's world premiere

at the Toronto Film Festival, American Film

Institute Festival, Sydney Film Festival,

Melbourne Film Festival and was also invited

to the Rotterdam Film Festival. It was also the

opening film at the Cape Town International

Film Festival (Sithengi) where Kagiso's inspired

performance saw him being awarded with the

“Best Actor Award” beating off competition

from some accomplished and revered actors

from all over the world. Such was the impact

of the film that MTV Films Europe put pen to

paper to be the global marketing partner of

the film. He was also cast in various roles in

local movies Crazy Monkey, Footskating and

Good Fellas.

KAGISO LEDIGA

WONDER BOY / PRODUCER
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Tembisa-born 28-year-old Tony

Bonani Miyambo is a BA Dramatic Arts

graduate from the University of the

Witwatersrand. In 2011 he took part in the

NSSE student exchange program based in

Finland and Co - directed, wrote and produced

two award winning documentaries: The Ice

Rink and Out of Place. He currently works as

a freelancer in television and theatre some of

his credits include numerous award winning

theatre productions some of which have

toured the Czech Republic, Netherlands and

the United Kingdom. His highlights include

winning the Marta award for best actor at the

Setkani Encounters Festival in Brno Czech

Republic, Winning a Silver Ovation award at

the National Arts Festival in 2015 for his one

man show Kafkas's Ape and receiving the

Brett Goldin bursary in 2014 to study with the

Royal Shakespeare company in Stratford upon

Avon in the United Kingdom.

TONY B MIYAMBO
BRUTUS

THISHIWE ZIQUBU
MBALI SITHOLE

Thishiwe Ziqubu is an award

winning South African actress, director and

writer from Ladysmith, Kwa-Zulu Natal.

Thishiwe recently scooped the Best Actress

Award at the South African Film and Television

Awards for her role in the feature film, Hard to

Get. She earned her stripes at AFDA and the

New York Film Academy. Thishiwe made her

professional acting debut in 2011 with Akin

Omotoso's award-winning Man on Ground for

which she was nominated Best Supporting

Actress at the 2013 AMVCA's. Thishiwe has

also written for a number of television shows

since 2008 including Rhythm City, Scandal and

Isidingo. She has directed three short films and

is at work on scripting her first feature film.

Thishiwe is the director of production company,

Ngonyama Kapital.



NTOBEKO NTOSH MADLINGOZI

SHAKES

Ntosh Madlingozi is an

entrepreneur and one of South Africa's sought-

after stand-up comedians and MC.  He has

featured, to great acclaim, in theatre shows

such as Blacks Only, Heavyweight Comedy

Jam, Tshwane Comedy Festival , 99% Xhosa

Comedy Festival, Cape Town International

Comedy Festival, Mind The Gap Comedy

Festival, Soweto Comedy Festival, MetroFM

Comedy Experience and the DSTV Comedy

Festival. His fresh brand of in-your-face, laissez

faire humour has found favour at various

venues around Gauteng including The Box,

Awednesday, Comedy Wednesdays, The

Bassline and others. He is a regular performer

at the comedy clubs around the country. He

has also performed for government clients

such as the Gauteng Department of Economic

Development, Sports and Recreation, Arts and

Culture and corporate clients such as Nedbank,

Black Information Technology Forum(BITF),

The Billionaire Group, FNB, Gijima AST, Black

Management Forum to name but a few. One

of his key strengths is versatility, able to cater

for different audiences with equally hilarious

material. He has shared the stage with a diverse

array of comics, including Chris Forrest, John

Vlismas, Tom Stade (Canada), Dwayne Perkins

(USA) Al Prodgers and Kagiso Lediga to name

but a few. In 2007, he had a stint on radio as

'The Dysfunctional Cousin' on Bad Boy T's

then 12-3pm The Family Show on Metro FM

and also a judge on SABC 1's reality show So

You Think You're Funny with David Kau for

two seasons (2008/2009). He has done adverts

for brands like Nandos and other and has

featured in two DVD productions - The

Heavyweight Comedy Jam and The Downtown

Comedy. He has also featured in films like Of

Good Report which was released nationally at

Nu Metro last year 2013 and which won a

number of local and international awards.  He

was a regular feature on the  Emmy Award

Nominated satire show Late Nite News with

Loyiso Gola (12 seasons) and featured every

weekend on the Powerburo with Paul Mnisi

on PowerFM  August 2013 to September 2014.

He is currently one of the supporting leads

in Mzansi Magic’s satirical

comedy series The Mayor. He

is also a regular feature on the

sketch show The Bantu Hour

which airs on SABC 2 every

Saturday.
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JOHN VLISMAS

DODGY DUDE WITH A GUN

John Vlismas is well-known for his outspoken and observational

humour. His ability to understand and comment on political, social and

economic situations has earned him a broad and growing corporate

client base, as well as invitations to perform in England, Germany, Canada,

Ireland, Australia, Botswana, Namibia and Zimbabwe. He holds the rare

distinction of being the only South African stand-up comic to have

performed at The Royal Albert Hall, The Hammersmith Apollo, The Lyric

Theatre - Shaftesbury lane and The Best of The Fest showcases in both

the Montreal and Melbourne Comedy Festivals. John won the first ever

“Stand Up Of The Year Award” at the South African Comedy Awards in

2007, and went on to co-found the Comic's Choice Awards in 2011. He

also has written professionally for print, television and radio and has

appeared in and co-produced several South African Films.

Lara Lipschitz is an actress, singer, dancer

and writer who especially thrives in the world of comedy.

Lara grew up in front of the camera as a presenter on

SABC 1's YoTV; where she entertained the youth of

South Africa for ten years. After finishing school, she

went on to study drama at Wits University where she

honed her skills of acting, physical theatre and musical

theatre, graduating cum laude and earning the

Johannesburg Dramatic and Operatic Society Prize for

Musical Theatre (2010) Her first professional offering to

the stage was her own one-woman show, an adaptation

of My Uncle Oswald (2011). Lara featured on SABC 3's

award-winning television soap opera, Isidingo, playing

Rosie Lawrence (2012). She then had the exciting

opportunity to be a part of the South African company

of Jersey Boys which toured Asia and South Africa

(2012/2013). Lara has been producing and acting in her

own web series, Chin Up, based on her experiences as

an actress in Johannesburg.  Her webseries can be

found on her Youtube channel LaraBowTV. One of her

most rewarding experiences so far has been working

with Eve Ensler (The Vagina Monologues) in the play

Emotional Creature, followed by the Fugard Theatre's

production of Cabaret playing the seductive Lulu. Lara's

most recent role was Daphna Feygenbaum in the

“blisteringly funny” play Bad Jews which had sold out

runs in both Cape Town and Johannesburg. Lara can

be seen acting alongside Daniel Radcliffe in the BBC'S

Television film The Gamechangers, which was filmed

in Cape Town in 2015.

LARA LIPSCHITZ

KERRY MERCER
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